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Introduction

Particles seen by current muon telescopes are not only muons coming from the target.
Indeed, muography can be affected by a huge particle background due to scattered
low energy muons, charged particles from extensive air showers, random coincidences
of different particles and upward-going particles entering the back of the detector[1].
The background can be reduced by increasing the number of detector planes and lead
radiation shields. This solution increases the weight and dimensions of the instru-
ment, limiting its portability. In order to overcome this problem, muography with
Imaging Atmospheric Čerenkov Telescopes (IACTs) has been recently proposed[2][3].
Despite IACTs can observe only at night, none of the previously mentioned source of
background is expected to affect the observed muon flux.
The feasibility of muography with IACTs has been demonstrated by our team using
Geant4 simulations for muon transportation and the ASTRI-Horn telescope simu-
lator for optical ray tracing[4][5]. Simulation results of the muography of a volcano
toy-model have shown an angular resolution better than a few tenths of degree and
a muon collection area greater than the telescope aperture area.
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Fig. 1: 30 nights muography simulation of a volcano toy-model (a cone of base 500m and height 240m) with conduit of

different diameters (0m, 35m, 70m and 140m) using the 4.3m aperture ASTRI-Horn telescope simulator. The conduit

position is highlighted by vertical lines.

Muon detection with IACT

A charged particle induces Čerenkov radiation when it passes through a refractive
medium at a speed greater than the speed of light in that medium. This implies
a process energy threshold of about 4.5GeV for muons at sea level. Photons are
emitted in a cone with a constant opening angle around the particle travel direction.
As IACTs image in angular space, the Čerenkov light focused onto the camera forms
a ring-shaped image centred at a distance from the focal plane centre corresponding
to the angle of incidence of the muon and with an angular extent that decreases as
the impact parameter ρ increases. With a 2.5m telescope aperture only the photons
emitted in about the last 100m can be seen, resulting in a signal of few ns. After a
cleaning procedure on the image, the muon arrival direction can be measured with a
mere geometrical analysis. In addition, from the ring radius one can infer the muon
energy up to about 20GeV; above this energy the Čerenkov angle saturates at about
1.4° at sea level.

Figure 3: Muon ring images with a Cherenkov telescope (H.E.S.S. in this case) when muon

hits the mirror (left); when the impact point is outside the mirror the image is an arc (right;

the figure is published in [9]).

study Mt. Vesuvius [16]. It is based on the use of bars of plastic scintillator

with a triangular section whose scintillation light is collected by Wave-Length

Shifting (WLS) optical fibers and transported to Silicon photomultipliers [17].

In the summer 2010, the first experiment of muon radiography at Mt Etna by

using a detector employing two scintillator planes was carried out [18]. A marked

difference between theoretical and observed attenuation of muons through the

crater was found. This discrepancy was likely due to the bias on the observed

flux, arising from false muon tracks. These are caused by muons arriving from

isotropic directions and by low-energy particles of ordinary air showers that, by

chance, hit simultaneously the two detector planes, leading to the detection of

a false positive.

3. Muons with Cherenkov telescopes

Cherenkov light is emitted when charged particles, such as muons, travel

through a dielectric medium with velocity (v) higher than the speed of light
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Fig. 2: Left) Muons hitting an IACT aperture plane in the center and at a distance ρ (credit:[6]). When the muon

passes through the aperture plane the ring appears complete, otherwise its angular extent decreases with increasing ρ.

Right) Reconstruction of muon direction and Čerenkov angle from radius and center of a IACT muon image.
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Fig. 3: MUCH optical system design.

The Schmidt-like optical system of MUCH con-
sists of three optical surfaces: a Fresnel correc-
tor, an aspheric mirror and a flat focal plane.
The diameter of both corrector and mirror is
2500mm and the distance between them is
1645.9mm. The effective focal length of the
system is 1800.6mm and the telescope plate-
-scale is 32.4mm/°. The focal plane is covered
by a matrix of 7×7 Photon Detection Modules
(PDMs), each one composed of a matrix of 8×8
Silicon PhotoMultiplier (SiPM) sensors with a
6.95mm×6.95mm active area working in the
280nm-900nm wavelength band.
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Fig. 4: Above) Optical system spot diagram at 0°, 3° and 6° off-axis angle. The white box is 7mm×7mm. Below) 80% encircled

photons diameter (d80) as a function of off-axis angle and with different photons distributions on the aperture: uniform and induced by

muons with different ρ. Simulations have been performed with a dedicated Geant4 simulator.

Electronics

Fig. 5: RADIOROC

An innovative fast front-end electronics will be used for the SiPMs
readout. The Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) designed,
the RADIOROC (RADIOgraphy Read Out Chip)[7], is an improvement
of an existing ASIC, used in the ASTRI-Horn project. RADIOROC
is capable to operate SiPMs both in charge integration and in single
photon counting (150MHz). The latter is essential for acquire the brief
muon signal minimizing the night sky background.

Conclusion

Muography with IACTs is a novel promising technique that exploits the muon-induced Čerenkov
radiation in the atmosphere in order to perform muon detection. Due to IACTs image capability
and high Čerenkov energy threshold, negligible background, muon collection area greater than
the telescope aperture and an angular resolution better than a few tenths of degree are expected.
MUCH, a compact Schmidt-like IACT designed for muography, has been presented. The design
provides an angular resolution better than 0.21° (pixel angular size) over the entire FoV of 12°.
The SiPM camera will be equipped with a new fast front-end electronics capable to acquire the
brief muon Čerenkov flash minimizing optical background signals. An international patent has
been registered (PCT/IB2016/056937).
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